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FOREWORD

Through the ages sharks have played an important re
balance of the oceans. Man has viewed them as part nuisanep
destructive, and part dangerous, yet they have also cont
recreation, food supplies and commercial products.

The objectives of the Conference to view sharks and
spective were to assess the shark hazard problem, reviewa
measures, consider ways toincrease commercial utilizati
legal liabilities, and identify needs for followup actio
research, industry, or public information-oriented.

The Conference had its genesis in a resolution passat the eighth annual convention of the Organized Fisherm
who sought relief from chronic shark damage to gear and
with this was phenomenal public interest in sharks and t
behavior, particularly as they relate to man-in-the-sea.

This report is one way of informing interested perso
aspects of interactions bctween sharks and man. Concurrt

between parties interested in a shark fishery, another I rsharks from fishing gear, and preparation of a factual if
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Highlights and Significant Information

harks and man are both top predators, that is, carnivorous animals
Sother animals for food. In perspective, however, people can

actively seek out sharks and other fish for food; sharks usually
an-in-the-sea alone. Indeed, in recent years the number of
hark attacks on people has averaged 26 worldwide with less than
th being fatal. Man, on the other hand has harvested in recent
everal hundred thousand metric tons of shark annually.

though only a small fraction of shark is landed in the United
there is increasing recognition of its value as a source of meat,

liver oil, jaws and teeth. As a seafood, shark is comparable
Sfish in taste and nutritive qualities, and it is relatively

ilve. Shark has recently been introduced into school lunch

arks cause man concern not only when they frequent waters that
oses or is forced to occupy, where they may attack man, but also
ey interfere with commercial fishing. In contrast with well-
czed accounts of shark incidents along tourist and recreational

, chronic losses by fishermen are less sensational but are mor

I Florida it appears that the impact of "sharks" on tourism i)
ona Beach may have lost considerable business in the last tourist

cnditions are obliged to provide information to the beachgoing
p .Sharks are but one of a number of beach hazards, for which ccnmun-

inillal liabilities, an utter lack of precedent characterizes the legal
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analysis of well over one thousand reported attacks worldwide
three decades, it has been concluded, for example, that perha
of shark attacks on hmans have no direct relationship to fee
particularly spearfishermen, incur more attacks, although the
rate is lower than non-divers. Recent findings suggest that
of human behavior such as using bright, shiny colors or swimm
increase the risk of shark attack.

Sharks need to be recognized as an "underutilized" fish
that can supprt multipe uses. As a resource package sharks
both commercial ventures and sport fishing in areas wherethey
now caught.

Indeed, sharks may even be discarded when caught in
cial fishing for other marketable species, such as swordf

There may also be th opportunity to combine the com

sharks may be considered a safety hazard. That is, fishin

bliility of shark attack have been reduced significantly. lll
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xample through the knowleage nthar sark attack may be more likely
ky or turbid waters, and at night, dusk, or dawn.

Of 250 to 300 species of sharks in the world one-fourth occur in

a, and only 25 of them regularly swim in waters shallower than

thoms (1.83 meters). In Florida five species (white, tiger, dusky,

and great hammerhead sharks) seek large prey. Fishing, although
a reduce any population in size, will not by itself exterminate a

ation of sharks. With few exceptions, the main population of
shrslives offshore.

Research on shark abundance along the U. S. eastern coasts reveals

in the northeast the blue shark and the sandbar shark are most common.

e southeast, including Atlantic, Gulf, and Caribbean waters, the silky

is most common in scientific collections, followed by the white tip

an dsky sharks.

Limitations to laboratory and field studies of these large and mobile
is include the difficulty and expense of maintenance in the laboratory,
of course the danger. Nonetheless, through a limited number of investi-
as the ability of sharks to complete conditioning exercises successfully

coming known. Also, although shark behavior is not as well understood

orsudied as shark sensory functions, knowledge of postures and patterns

suhas "hunching" and "give-way" may lead to prediction of shark behavior

s ia1s directly on human activity in the sea.

Parallels between the behavior of sharks and land dwelling wild animals
cotibute to man's appreciation of why sharks may be irritated by those

wh nter the sea.

That various business interests are now seeking sources of both shark

metand hides attests to the enhanced prospects for commercial shark fish-

in n the United States. With studies proposed to examine consumer accept-

aneof shark, industry also needs to consider quality control of the

prdct, such as in sufficient removal of urea. As a seafood shark may be

prcssed as fresh and frozen fillets and portions that currently wholesale

at7 to 85t per pound.

Compared to domestic opportunities, overseas shark fishing operations

ma>e more promising and offer more diversity to U. S. investors. There

ifor example, the possibility to develop technological procedures for

eprt. Also "turn key" plants are available for purchase abroad.

Besides many detailed individual conclusions and recommendations

peented in the following abstracts, upon which this overview is partially

bsd, the conference participants reached a consensus on several key

isses:

1. Tales of man-eating sharks are mostly myth, and publicity
of actual attacks and generally popularized fictional
accounts have been overdone and overly sensational.

3l r~e~ i



2. Specific resort communities have been ffected
in revenue die to piublic concern withithe pop
shark menace.

3. Commercial fishermen suffer chroniceconomicl
to shark damage of gear and catch.

4. Continued efforts to improve protective measu
bathers, divers, and fishermen are encouraged

5. Especally significant as a means of controll

Renewed domestic interest in shark meat as a

6. Factual public information on sharks is needed rs
to widespread interest. Continuation of the S
File as a source of documented information isrecom

this overview, now in preparation.

"We will no doubt always have the sharks with

positions where you can do so, will begin prescribi
ocean recreational areas, and commercialization of
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THE SHARK RESEARCH PANEL AND ITS SHARK ATTACK FILE

Mote Marine Laboratory

y in 1958, a small group of scientists met at theffice of Naval
in Washington, D. C to briefly review the shark hazard problem
ated to both Navy and civilian personnel. They concluded that

ctive shark deterrents than those presently employed were badly
This need was dramatically underscored by the many documented

acks on service personnel during World War II. It was agreed
nference dealing with basic research approaches for the develop-
more effective shark deterrents would be of value and timely.
rence took place in New Orleans from April 8 to II, 1958,

by Tulae University and the American institute of Biological
and supported by the Office of Naval Research and the Navy

Aeronautics. Participants included representatives from

iction of those who fonnulated the recomendations that basic

ebecame members of the Panel.

i41I-
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HISTORY OF THE SHARK ATTACK FILE OF THE WORLD

Port Republic, Maryland

Although a small subject file on shark attacks had been mainta
me, as Curator of Fishes, Smithsonian Institution, and by other sci
interested in the subject, no concerted and coordinated effort to d
a comprehensive file existed until 1958.

My part in the prograi of the hariik Research Panel establishe
concerned promotion of research in the taxonomy of sharks and mainte
the Shark Attack File of the World at the Smithsonian. During the
years this research was supported by the U. S. Office of Naval Re
National Science Foundation, and the Smithsonian Institution. Taxo
research was performed by Dr. Victor G. Springer on several generfand Dr. Carter R. Gilbert prepared a revision of the hammerhead sha
Dr. J. A. F. Garrick is continuing a revision of the carcharinic shathe world.

The Shark Atack File was maintained in the Smithsonian Divisi
beginning -198 and a duplicae working file was maintained aUniversity. Shark Research Panel sn began receiving worldwidof shark attacks fr divers, scientists, physicians, and five news
services. When an attack occurred anywhere in the world a physicia
scientists in he area of attack was iediately contacted by myselr. Perry W. Gilbert Cornell, and assistance in securin document

h details of the attack was solicited. Cooperation was solendidi

II A two-page foil was prepared by the Panel, requesting informatliiiiiII

the attack, and numerous other details.

prepared a bibliography on shark attacks, which appeared in the book

SURVIVAL, published in 1963 and 1975 by D. C. Heath and Company, Bos

from the Smithsonian Institution and the U. S Navy. Uponmy retiren
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WHAT THE SHARK ATTACK FILE TELLS US

H. David Baldridge
Mote Marine Laboratory

In the late 1960's, attention of the Shark Research Panel was directed
easingly to the need for analysis of data held in the Shark Attack File

assess the significance of factors associated with known instances of
daceous shark behavior towards man, and evaluate present methods of
hering data on shark attack and thereby determine the requirement for
ntaining such an effort in the future.

The Shark Attack File is a collection of many hundreds of file folders
led to widely varying degrees with newspaper clippings, data forms,
ters, photographs, etc. To reduce the data for analysis using automatic
a retrieval systems,we developed a set of 87 questions touching on every
ter for which information was available in a significant number of case
tories. To complete about 350,000 data entries on almost 4700 code

sts took well over a year of concentrated effort by two persons.

Although the data were carefully screened for correlations between
urrence of shark attack and a number of environmental and behavioral

meters, it was considered of greater importance that patterns or
ationships be identified that distinguished victims from non-victims among
osed populations. Numerous matters were examined in the lIght of previously
epted correlations and popular beliefs. Wound characteristics and other
stderations suggested that perhaps 50-75% of shark attacks on humans have

irect relationship to feeding. A number of popular concepts linking

versionary actions.

believed.
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for shark incidents".

2) "Re-establishment of the Shark Attack File with its atte

3) "Dissemination of information regarding need for treatme
recovery site of shock and trauma from shark-attack injury".

Sources of funds with which to implement these recommendatio
now being actively sought.

oDean Gaiseriiiiiiiii i

Florida State Division of Tourism

on tourism in Florida. It is difficult to assess whether fewer bath

tourists are repeat visitors to Florida. Nearly one-fourth of th
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HOW A TOURIST CENTER REACTS TO SHARK ATTACK PUBLICITY

James F. Bullion

Daytona Beach Area Chamber of Commerce

The center of the Volusia County, Florida seashore resort industry
e Daytona Beach Resort Area, with 21 miles of coastline. Daytona

h is primarily a summer tourist center, with 60% of its 3,500,000
al visitors coming between mid-June and Labor Day. The area's
omic dependence on tourist is documented by the statistic of
2 0 guest rooms and 10,000 people directly affected by the tourist

stry. Over one million dollars per year ae pent o promotion.

The shark attack on a youth surfing off New Smyrna Beach in late
ing,1975 became a national story that was linked to remarks on a

vision program that alleged Daytona Beach to be one of the world's
dangerous beaches for sharks. The attack and subsequent publicity,

le from cross the country to write or call Daytona concerning

It is extremely difficult to determine how many tourists left early

also long lasting ffect on potential or annual vis

ii identified, increasing beach emergency and medical facilities in
esponse to these hazards, and investigating other preventive measures.

swmers, and are enforced by the lifeguards.

9 9
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SHARKS: THEIR IMPACT ON COMMERCIAL FISHING

D. Douglas Coughenower Thomas Groover
Florida Marine Advisory Program Florida Fishermen's Market

Most fisheries around the U. S. and probably around the world ca
cases when sharks have caused fishermen to lose gear and pounds of ca
In most fisheries around the U. S. these losses are infrequent enough
be taken seriously or they have happened for so long that they are to
for granted. However, if better records were kept some fishermen migh
surprised at the actual economic impact of shark encounters.

One Florida fishery, the east coast Spanish mackerel industry alw
been particularly hard hit by sharks. In the last few years spiraling
in fuel and nets (40-60% increases) without a corresponding increase
prices (received by fishermen) have increased the significance of dam a
losses due to sharks. A survey of mackerel fishermen in the Port Sal: a
provided enough information to approximate the scope of the problem.

The commercial mackerel fisherman (actually Spanish mackerel and

nets, as sharks remove gilled fish, is the most obvious. It is estim

Reports of 50, 75, or 100 holes in one incident are not uncommon. Occ

must not be prohibitive.
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SHARKS: THE SPORT FISHERMAN'S POINT OF VIEW

Outdoor Life Magazine

sport fisherman views sharks from two entirely different perspectives:
nuisance, an unwelcome catch when other gamefish are being sought; or

in its own right, a prize to be deliberately sought for the sporting

the same angler may view sharks from both perspectives alternately,
upon which "gamefish" he happens to be seeking at the moment. How-

t fishing for sharks has long been a popular pastime, going back in
lf century or more. There are even active fishing clubs in many parts

e are tournaments that offer prizes for various species of sharks, and
ars feel a shark is prize enough in its own right to bear the signifi-
c nse of having it mounted During the past year the popularity of
sing for sharks has increased sharply. This is reflected in the in-
number of professional fishing guides who specialize in shark fishing

firms. As the abundance of other large gamefish continues to decline
years, it is very likely the overall popularity of shark fishing will

t pn l f angr deuisions T rvdn Ue g

d of attack, people will be expected to act in reasonable accord w

f rresulting from their acts

Lurts, however, will impose liability only upon those persons whose acts
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SOME ECOLOGICAL FACTORS CONCERNING SHARKS AND MAN IN THE L

The littoral zone, defined here as the seashore within t
curve, is of interest to two classes of top predators - peop
Many people and most sharks have little interest in the littora an nv
there. Some people, however, have traditionally made their 1 d
from the littoral by fishing, and increasing numbers are estal
residence or promoting beach and surf use (selling of ocean fr
one typical example). Some sharks -- only a few -- live in ti
Competition develops since both sharks and people get importe d
result of the enormous productivity of the littoral zone. Th
arises as to what could and should be done to protect people

present in inshore waters. Two large and two small species m
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IONS AND ABUNDANCE OF SHARKS ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST

John G. Casey
U. S. National Marine Fisheries Service

longline fishing by research vessels, together with tournament
ation generated by National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
rk tagging studies, are used to examine the distribution,

abundnce, nigration of Atlantic sharks.

through 1972 NMFS biologists participated in longline cruises
atotal of over 400 sets of longline yielded over 5,000 sharks.
was primarily concentrated in the Middle Atlantic Bight between
ltitude (Cape Hatteras to Cape Cod); and from inshore to the
of the Gulf Stream. Overall catch per 100 hooks was 6.3 sharks
.The blue shark (Pronace was the most predominate species

(62% of total catch); followed by the sandbar shark (Carcharhinus
, dusky (a. obscurus) (5%, hammerhead (Sphyrna sp.) (5%), and
mrinchus) (3% stribution patterns with respect to temperature,
ore, and annual changes in shark abundance are discussed and

comare wih sortsmen's catches.

fthe Bay Shore (N.Y.) shark tournament (1965-75) are edto
exaineannal:hanges in species composition, and relative abundance of sharks

sland coast. An average of 150 boats annually compete in
tent during late June. A total of over 3700 sharks representing

8 secis hve een landed during the tournament. Blue, mako, and sanbar sak
are he ostconon species. Blue sharks dominated tournament catches during

surface water temperatures were below 180 C (6 F); other
specis wee reresented in warmer years when tenmperatures were above 191) C

b66 dF).

of several species of sharks are discussed on the basis of results
aoperative shark tagging program. Over 1500 U. S. and European

fisermn crretly participate in this study. Approximately 14,000 sharkd o
32 peces avebeen tagged under this program (1963-75). Four hundred and
twety-igh taes (3%) have been recovered from 19 species; primarily from blue
(21) ad sndbr (150) sharks. Recaptures have been made from sharks at l iberty
for ver10 ear and over distances of 3,000 miles. An overview of shark migratory

ented with emphasis on the sandbar shark (the most abundant
salong the Atlantic Coast); and the blue shark (the most abundant

Tagrecveies from sandbar sharks shows young sandbar sharks move to inshore
nurerygrondsincluding bays and sounds along the middle Atlantic states during
sprng nd eman there until late fall after which they move offshore and south
to intrin g>unds between North Carolina and Florida. This cycle may be
repate fo upto five years. As they increase in size sub-adults move further
offhor an unertake longer North-South migrations, which for the adult sizes,
extndsfro sothern New England to southern Florida and Cuba. Tag recoveries
sugestthi ovralI, cycle may take up to 10 years to complete .

13 m .,, i



Blue shark tag recoveries show inshore-offshoremovemen
Gulf Stream and Northeast Coast from North Carolina and Nova
ever at least a part of the population makes long distance m
New England to the Sargasso Sea, the Caribbean, and northern
Trans-Atlantic movements are demonstrated by tagged blue sha
travelled from southern New England to the Cape Verde Island
and from the Canary Islands to the offings of South America.
model of blue shark migrations in the North Atlantic is offerd

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PELAGIC SHARKS OFF THE SOUTHEASTERI

Harvey R. Bullis, Jr.

Although explorary fshing off the southeastern Unite
the National Marine Fisheries Service in the 1950's and 1960

operations contributed to a data base of over 4,700 observat
sharks. The Southeast Fisheries Center recorded captures of

Three species of sharks constituted 75% of all pelagic
made incidental to pelagic long]line exploratory fishing for tu and sioid

oi tinental shelf margins, unlike the oceanic white Lip, which isimost

along the outer shelf and over the slope.

a commercial shark fishery.)

content. Preliminary examination Indicated that there may be

ion
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Ill. SHARK BEHAVIOR

BEHAVIOR OF SHARKS--A CONTINUING ENIGMA

Arthur A. Myrberg, Jr.
University of Miami

The aggressive behavior of sharks towards humans and their possessions
has been of great concern for many years. Although our knowledge about various
morphological and physiological functions of selected species has, without
question, increased significantly in recent years, our greatest ignorance
about sharks still centers on that aspect of their biology that relates
most directly to their hazardous nature--behavior.

maintaining most species under laboratory or semi-natural conditions,
(2) the lack of suitable facilities for observing animals of their size
and mobility, (3) the high cost of field studies on free-ranging requiem
sharks when direct observations are required, (4) the present inability to
apply sophisticated behavioral methodology and analysis due to the wide
ranging movements of free-ranging animals and, finally, (5) the inevitable

danger that is associated with long-term, close-in observations of large
sharks in their natural state. These and other limitations and restrictions
hinder adequately controlled and repeatable behavioral observations. In
turn, very few scientists direct their interest and efforts toward these
enigmatic animals.

scarce for the reasons noted previous

For example, young lemon and nurse sharks do well in conditioning
situations, events typically associated with birds and mamlnrals. That
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IV. ANTI-SHARK MEASURES

ANTI-SHARK MEASURES AS PRACTICED IN NATAL, REPUBLIC OF SOUT

Natal Anti-Shark Measures Board

A brief historical introduction is given regarding the ini
installation (1952), followed by extensive application of off-s
along the Natal coastline as a direct result of the establishnt
Natal Anti-Shark Measures Board (NASMB) in 1964.

A detailed description of the materials used and of the st
standard NASMB net is given. Each bathing beach is assessed in
for net installation. The methods employed in this assessment
as well as the manner in which nets are set off-shore.

All net installations are serviced by ski-boats which laun
through the surf at or near to all meshed stations. Captured s
condition are returned to the Board's Headquarters for scientiffollowed by processing for commercial utiliation.

In time all contractual meshers will be replaced by NASMB
in pursuance of the Board's new policy to assume coxplete contr
activities.

have never been regarded as being infallible.

i i i i ii ii i ii i i1 6 aiii



The only two shark attacks which have occurred since the inception of the

SMB in 1964, and which took place at a netted beach in 1974, are reviewed.
erational precautionary procedures routinely enforced at all netted beaches
ar detailed.

Although the statistical records and financal implications prove beyond
estion the effectiveness of the anti-shark measures employed by the NASMB
er the past decade, the Board is deeply conscious of the need to investigate
heravenues which may be developed to increase the safety factor for bathers;
is simultaneously equally conscious of the need to ensure the vital ecological

che which sharks must occupy if the delicate balance in the marine ecosystem
s to be maintained.

In conclusion, the records show that off-shore gill-nets, as operated and
ministered by NASM, while undoubtedly not 100% safe, remain for the present,
e most practical, efficient and economic anti-shark measures in operation,
ovided that their utilization is strictly controlled and based upon accredited
ientific discipline and the unquestioned dedication to their duties on the
art of the Field Staff of the NASMB.

ANTI-SHARK DEVICES AND TESTING METHODS
AT NAVAL UNDERSEA CENTER*

C. Scott Johnson
US. Naval Undersea Center

The U. S. Navy is interested in protecting its working divers, and victim
ofaccidents at sea, from shark attack. A variety of protective and defensive
dvices tested to date include: a relatively safely operated drogue dart, in

ssence a small parachute attached to a shark; a CO2 dart that injects gas into
ashark to upset the hydrodynamic capability; powerheads, of varying explosiveness
ad operating danger; and electrical devices. Based on testing results, the
Air Force plans to stop using a chemical and dye previously thought to be an
efective repellant; the chemical did provide psychological comfort to personnel
atsea.

Diver equipment tested or developed includes striped wet suits, now consider

ed ineffective in camouflaging divers, and a panoramic face mask that provides
agreater field of vision for divers. (About one-half of divers attacked do not

see the shark prior to the attack.) Annored wet suits of layered plastic "scales"
and neoprene are being evaluated to prevent cutting from shark bites .

A "shark screen'', essentially a plastic bag large enough to accomodate a
person floatihg upright at the sea surface, is quite effective as a protective
device. Contained in a small package prior to use, the screen is thought to
deter sharks because of its dark, dull color and size. Indeed, bright reflective
colors appear more likely to attract sharks, a finding confirmed in studies of
other floatation devices, including infant floatation bags with neoprene bottoms
to maintain body warmth, (since exposure to cold is a greater lethal hazard than
sharks).

* Accompanied by movie
^ 17



To protect a potential shark attack victim, an effecti
field would have to be established and maintained in the wal
repellents fall into two general categories (a) pharmacolo
materials (drugs, poisons, irritants, etc.) to which respons
and (b) other chemicals (odors, deeply colored dyes, etc.) t
perhaps conditioned, responses. Effectiveness of both types
able to put enough material into the water to cause rapid b
in the shark. It is a matter of practicability rather than
Obviously, there would be no problen in creating chemical er
to sharks in the absence of concern for the quantity and nat
employed.

A pharmacological barrier would produce in a shark phys
profound that it would be rendered physically incapable of f
behavior. To analyze such a systen,a mathematical model was
describe a highly idealized field of druq in the water about

reasonable swiniing speed through the ever increasing concen
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AN EVALUATION OF SOMECHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND

PHYSICAL AGENTS TESTED FOR THEIR EFFECTIVENESS
AS SHARK DETERRENTS

Perry W. Gilbert
Mote Marine Laboratory

Tests of possible shark deterrents have been conducted during the past 15
years in the open sea in both Pacific and Caribbean waters, as well as under
controlled conditions at the Lerner Marine Laboratory on Bimini, Bahamas; the
University of Hawaii Marine Station on Eniwetok; and the Mote Marine Laboratory.
Results of many of these tests have been summarized in an illustrated article

by ilbert and Gilbert entitled, "Sharks and Shark Deterrents" that appeared
in Underwater Journal, Vol. 5, No. 2, 1973.

The usefulness of any chemiical, biological, or physical agent as a shark
deterrent depends in great part on the care with which it has been tested and
its effectiveness evaluated. Recently, a number of commercial preparations
for repelling sharks have been advertized and, although extravagant claims in
many instances have been made for these products, very few have been rigorously
tested. If this unrestrained practice is continued, disillusionment with the
effectiveness of the product and serious damage of the reputation of the
commercial firm that produces it are inevitable. It is important therefore
that methods be as objective as possible when testing the effectiveness of
various substances and devices that may inhibit the feeding activity or actually
repel sharks. It is equally important to test the product on several individuals
of a given species as well as on several species of sharks. When such tests
are conducted by impartial observers one may not only more reliably assess the
deterrent effectiveness of a given substance or device, but also learn much about

ness as shark deterrents. For such tests we have followed the methods summarized
by Gilbert and Springer (Testing Shark Repellents, Chapter 19 in Sharks an

Survival, D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, Massachusetts). Some of tl chemi

s ) e e
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chemists to isolate, chemically characterize, and possibly syni
active principal.

Dolphins have long fascinated those who spend time on or r
and many believe that one is sharks in their presence
gation of the dolphin-shark relationship has recently been co
Mote Marine Laboratory it was found that bottlenosed dolphinsii
truncatus) actually got along quite well with four species of I
known to be dangerous to man and that no aggressive behavior wa
the part of either the dolphins or the sharks. We then conditi
on command from a sound signal, to aggressively approach, haras
a sandbar shark (Carcharhinus milberti) right out of the pool i
experiment took place. These results are promising but further
with other species of sharks are called for before we can conf l
that a properly trained dolphin might protect man from sharks.

Some of the physical devices, (such as the Shark Screen, B i
Gun, and Striped Wet Suit) for deterring or immobilizing sharks
commented on in other conference abstracts (Johnson). Addition
methods we have observed such as thei Bubble Curtain, Infant F1e
Shark Alarm Systems, Shark Fences, Meshing in Australia and Sou
the Electric Shark Shield are treated in our article in Underwe

sharks in a given area and thereby the likelihood of shark attack. In iiiiaiid
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V. COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION OF SHARKS

MARKETING SHARK MEAT AS SEAFOOD

Charles B. Davies
Florida Department of Natural Resources

a seafood, shark meat has good vitamin and excellent mineral content,
n excellent source of protein with values slightly less than those
fish. It is lean, with most species containing less than 1.6% fat.
content is high but reflects both protein and urea; (whereas the
non-protein nitrogen to protein nitrogen is about one to nine in

es, in sharks it is about one tio one). Depending on the species,
to 50% of the urea must be removed to make the met palatable. The

d below which urea could not be detected in flavor tests was 1200
s per 100 grams. Meat yield when the shark Is filleted averages

e-third, with a range from 20 to 56% of total body weight.*

hough the development of synthetic vitamin A eliminated a major portion
. S. shark fishery, there is still activity on the Pacific Coast, and
fishery is active in Texas in supporting exports to Mexico. In New

atistella Seafoods, Inc., introduced shark meat into restuarant and
arkets. In Florida, Rayen's Shark World International, Mr. Ray Cora,

aw other fish dealers are handling sharks.

kside, fishermen receive about 10 cents per pound for eviscerated

ating faces two problems, namely consumer acceptance and product qual ity.,

on of the product is soughti

C



INDUSTRIAL USAGE OF SHARK PRODUCTS

Dale S. Beaumariage
Florida Department of Natural Resources

n 1964 mackerel fishermen in tii he Florida Keys suffered suff

damage from sharks that they asked the Florida Department of Natu
(DNR) to "control sharks." The initial DNR response was to propo
assistance program based on commercial fishing as a shark populat
measure. In view of the use of shark meat in seafood items sucha
chips in England, for example, DNR encouraged a Florida shark mea
and also proposed to assist processors with possible problems ass
with urea content of the meat. Ultimately, DNR marketing personn
become involved. Despite some production of smoked shark meat, p
such as lack of butchering space on board the fishing boats andr
of fishermen to process freshly landed shark stymied efforts to d
fishery.

Therefore industrial uses of shark hide, teeth, jws, and
considered to promote the fishery. Asa bait shark lasts twice
other bits, is equally effective, and thus reduces costs; ston
men were particularly receptive to its use. Use of shark as an
fish meal for fertilizer and animal food showed potential but c

meat as seafood

fishery ust be willing to be obile enough to shift exploitatio

night avoid local objections to the siting of foul-smelling rende

entail, in the following order; skinning and curing the hid

structure of commercial fishing in Florida, However, a
profitable shark fishery can be established by using just

Fla. Bd. Cons. Marine Research Lab. Ed. Series No. 16. Jv + 7

Sii i ii i
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the hides and fins. h mt o lalso e used as cra
bait or fish meal, depending upon the promimity of
consumers and the cost of handling the raw material.

Essentially, the successful revival of commercial shark
fishing in Florida is dependent upon: 1) well organized,

shore-based management; 2) establishment of markets; 3)
enterprising, professional fishermen. The shore-based
management should be responsible for supporting equipment

requirements necessary for catching sharks, supplying the
labor and materials for processing the catch, and super-
vising the quality of the materials produced. The fisher-
men should be responsible for maintaining sustained landing

requirements commensurate with processing capabilities.
This requires selective and exploratory fishing for principal

major suppliers. This would include the expansion of
markets for associated by-products beyond the local demand.
The physical requirements for establishment of a shark
fishing station are: 1) personnel with adequate knowledge

of commercial fishing; 2) location of the processing station
on an isolated tract of land adjacent to deep water;
3) necessary capital for obtaining vessels, gear, and labor.
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COMMERCIAL SHARK FISHING FROM THE PRODUCER'S VIEW

James Heerin
Sea Farms, Inc.

and prepares the product only to the extent necessary to ship
for conversion into leather, oil, etc. Sharks are attractive

cause so many parts of the animal -- fins, hide, meat, liver o

transom or side port, is used in the fishery. Larger boats p
skinning, etc. Fishing will employ a main cable up to 3/4 mil
six-foot drop cables and hooks suspended at 10 to 12-foot inte
lines should be pulled within 24 hours. A line of fishing gea
and drop cables, swivel snaps, hooks) and a winch may cost $42
fuel and supplies may cost $100 per 10 hour trip.

At an average catch rate of 10%, such a 400-hook line mic
with a dockside value of $345.60, assuming the sharks are eigh
in good condition.

Usually sharks cannot be iced or gutted on board. Howeve
kept wet and shaded to retard spoilage. Boots and gloves shoul
sharks are handled, particularly when the fisherman has scratc

24 i"' ,,,
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COMMERCIAL SHARK FISHING: WORLD SURVEY AND
PROSPECTS AS AN INDUSTRY FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The world landed weight of shark (excluding dogfish, skates and rays)
1973 was 191,900 metric tons, of which 500 metric tons were landed in
United States. (World catch of all fish exceeded 65 million metric

Sin 1973.) Japan landed over 40,000 metric tons, followed by Nigeria,

Suses shark meat in "kamaboko" fish cakes. In Russia, shark is used as
aste product in fish meal, etc, with the exception of some used in smoked

lyki" Along with a general interest in information exchange, there is
articular interest in obtainingski into

A pilot project to produce "tipo bacalao", a smoked dried product, was
rted in Panama, sponsored by a local fishing cooperative and the Food and

ricultural Organization of the United Nations. Demand exceeds supply, which
>roduced at 1000 pounds per week. In Mexico most shark plants are owned

or and plant siting advantages. Risks may include the availability of
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A Conference coordinated by the Florida SeaGat aieAvsr
Program and jointly sponsored by The Florida Departmen fNtrlRsucs

iNational Marine Fisheries Service, Mote Marine LaboraiC

Center for Marine Development Services, and Office of aa eerh

PROGRAM

Wednesday, November 19
8PM Film presentations by participants

Thursday, iNovember 20

9AM Opening Remarks--Conference Chairman: Dr. Hg .Ppne ietr

Florida Sea Grant Programiiiii

9:10AM General Session--Session Chairman: HarmonW.SilsExctv
Director, Florida Department of Natural Resore

Conference Background and Objectives; intr

9:30AM First Technical Session-Sharks and Man. Chara:Hrl .Aln
Deputy Regional Director, National Marine FiseisSrie t
Petersburg, FL.

The Shark Research Panel and its Attack File-rPryW.Glrt
Director, Mote Marine Laboratory

A Brief History of the Shark Attack File--Cr enr .Shlz
Retired and Former Curator of Fishes, SmithsnaIstue

What Does The Shark Attack File Tell Us--Dr. .DvdBlrde
Senior Research Associate, Mote Marine Laborty

Sharks-Impact on Tourism--Dean Gaiser, Assi
State Division of Tourism

How a Tourist Center Reacts to Shark AttackPulct-JmsBlin
Executive Manager, Daytona Beach Chamber of Cmec

2PM Shark Attack/Bait for Legal Action--Thomas HisAssatAtre
General, Florida Department of Legal Affairs

Sharks - Impact on Commercial Fishing--Dougla ogeoeMrn
Agent, Florida Marine Advisory Program and Toa .Govr ertr
and Treasurer, Florida Fishermen's Marketing<soito

Sharks - The Sports Fisherman's Point of View-o tars otn
Editor, Outdoor Life Magazine

3PM Second Technical Session - Sharks-Population yais himn r
Carter Gilbert, Associate Curator, Florida SteMuum n4riyo
Florida
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Sharks and Ecology--Stewart Springer, Senior Research Associate, Mote

Migrations and Abundance of Sharks Along the Atlantic Coast--John G. Casey,
Fisheries Biologist, Northeast Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries

Service, Narragansett, R.I.

Numbers and Availability of Commercially Useful Sharks--Harvey R. Bullis, Jr.
Director, Southeast Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries Service,
Miami, FL

5PM Third Technical Session--Shark Behavior Patterns. Chairman: Dr. Fred

Kalber, Supervisor, Marine Research Laboratory, Florida Department of
Natural Resources

Behavior of Sharks-A Continuing Enigma--Dr. Arthur Myrberg, Professor of
Marine Science, University of Miami

7PM Leave for luau and social at Sea World (tickets on sale in lobby)

8:30AM Fourth Technical Session--Anti-Shark Measures. Chairman: Dr. Bernard

Zahuranec, Asst. Program Director, Oceanic Biology Program, Office of Naval

Anti-Shark Measures as Practiced in South Africa--Ms. Beulah Davis, Director,

Natal Anti-Shark Measures Board, Natal, South Africa

David Baldridge, Mote Marine Laboratory

An Evaluation of some Chemical, Biological and Physical Agents tested for

Florida

Jr., Investment Consultant, New York City

3:30PM Summary by Session Chairmen and Cotmments from floor

27
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